I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the approximation of some stationary elastic-perfectly problems formalized by Duvaut-Lions [7] , Our main purpose is to dérive error estimâtes for the approximation of the stress field a given by a finite element method, appearing in Mercier [16] . The approximate problems we solve, however, will be in terms of the displacements, which are the natural variables for compilation.
This work appears to parallel that of Johnson [12] , who considered the dérivation of error estimâtes for évolution problems in plasticity. In this stationary case, we are able to obtain improved error estimâtes over those derived in [12] .
Using some ideas from Johnson [11] , we are able to establish the existence of a displacement in U(Q) for a class of problems in stationary elasto-plasticity.
Finally, we apply the method to obtain error estimâtes for the elasto-plastic torsion, and Mosolov's problem. 
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II. PHYSICAL PROBLEM
Let us consider (as in [7] ) a continuous medium Q c: R N , submitted to body forces inside Q, and to pressure loads on a part T F of its boundary.
On the other part T v , it is assumed to be fixed. The stress field o e K, and the displacement field u e K, are shown ( [7] ) to be solutions, if they exist, of the following relations :
with the following notation :
is the set of the admissible displacements.
is the convex set of plastically admissible stress fields, where
and P is a fixed closed convex subset of R N .
We dénote by |. | the euclidean norm of R N , and observe that Y is a Hubert space with the scalar product We make the following monotonicity hypothesis on g, i. e. there exists a > 0 such that
We note this implies a coercivity condition on the "complementary energy" J(x).
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Finally, we introducé the set of statically admissible stress fields M = {xeY: (x, e{v)) = L(t?),Vi?e F}.
We choose x e K n M in (l). (We suppose the set K n M is non empty.) We then eliminate M, and we see that a is the solution of the problem (P) ; Find a e K n M such that J(a)= inf J(x).
•ceKnM
Using hypothesis (3), we have the existence and uniqueness of <r. We are not able to prove, in the gênerai case, that there exists a M e F such that (a, u) is a solution of (1), (2) . However, in a slightly more restrictive case, we are able to prove the existence of a weak solution u e [Z?'(Q)] N (see section IV). For the dérivation of error estimâtes, we will assume that u satisfies the regularity condition
From the exact solutions, given by Mandel [14] , we see that this hypothesis is not an unreasonable one, provided we are not near plastic collapse.
III. APPROXIMATION
Let us assume for simplicity that Q is a bounded polytope. Corresponding to each value of a parameter h, 0 < h < 1, let ^ be a regular triangularization of Q by iV-simplices Tof sides less than or equal to h. Define V h <= F as the subspace of functions in Fwhich are continuous on Q and linear on each Tof &~h, and Y h <= Y as the subspace of tensors in Y which are constant on each Te 3^. For properties of such finite element spaces, we refer the reader to [5] , [6] . We note that e : *ï -YH-(5) Using the above notation, we define our approximate problem
Applying the results of [16] , we know that there exists a unique solution a h to problem (P h ) and that it converges to a as h -> 0. Our purpose, in this paper, is to dérive an error estimate for ||a -o h \\. 
Writing x h -a h as x h -a -h a -a h , and adding (7) to (6) 
Applying (5) and using the fact that a e M, we see that
and hence x h e M h . Since Y h is a space of pieeewise constants, Then, since a G P a.e., and P is closed and convex, we get x h e P for ail Thus x h e K n M h , and from (10),
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Thus (9) becomes
Using the continuity of s and the well known approximation properties of the space V h [5] , we obtain ||a ~a h \\ < Ch H [H2(Q)f .
IV. REMARKS ON THE EXISTENCE OF A DISPLACEMENT
As in [7] , we make the following additional hypotheses. Let |[. || be the L 00 norm defined by HU = esssup|e(x)|. Choosing % h = H h %, we see that % h e M h , and using the convexity of P, that % h belongs to the relative interior of K in Y h . We may then apply the Kuhn-Tucker theorem [18] to show the existence of u h e V h such that (g(<rj, x, -a h ) -(e(w fc ), x, -o h )>0 Vx, e K.
N ôx--We now define (Dx) £ = -£ -r-^ and notice that D : Y -> F' is the adjoint ofe.
J=I ÔX J
Using the regularity we assumed on L, we see that the solution a of (P) satisfies
We shall now prove the existence of a displacement u which satisfies the following relation (g(a),T -a) -(M,Z)(X -a))>0 Vxe^,
which can be considered as a weak formulation of (1). (14) .
Proof :
Let e e Y satisfy ||e|| oe < 5 and let x be as defined in (12) . Since i h = H h e + % h e K, we may use this choise of x h in (13) 
Using the définition (10) of U h , we can replace Il h e by e everywhere in (15) . Since % h and <3 h e M h , the last term of (15) (13) and obtain (SK), a*) < feK), x fc ) -(e( Mfc ), x, -aj.
Now (e(wj, x fc ) = (s(w h ), t) = (« fc , Dx) -^ (M, DX) 9 and since a h e M h ,
Also because o h converges to a, and g is continuous. In the same way (g(aj, aj converges to (g(cr), a). Hence letting h -• 0 in (17), we obtain (14), which is the desired result.
V. OTHER APPLICATIONS
Elastic-plastic torsion
This problem is usually formulated as the following minimization problem, where N = 2, [7] :
Find ue Kminimizinĝ
K={veHl(Q): \Vv\ ^ 1 a.e. in Q }, and Pröö/ : The resuit follows easily by using the fact that p e M is equivalent to p = rot v for some v e H\ (Q) (see [13] 
Recall that when Ü is a scalar, rot v is the vector deduced from the gradient by a rc dation of + •£ REMARK : We note that problem (19) is in fact the original problem (see [7] ). We further note that problem (19) can be derived from the more gênerai problem :
Using a resuit of Brezis [2] , it was proved in [15] that there cxists a solution to problem (20), when ƒ is constant. We will assume, as in section II, that %, which may be interpreted as a displacement, belongs to H
2^)
We know from [3] (<P*»/'-ft) = 0 V % ey», we gjt (q>,/> -?*) = (<p -<p*,/' -?») < ||<p -<P"1 ||/» -ft|| C* 2 |MIIIIPIII (using the standard approximation properties of Y h and the assumed regularity of p and <p). Estimating as bef ore, we obtain the desired result. We remark that the approximation given by (21) is not equivalent to the usual direct approximation of problem (18) by piecewise linear finite élé-ments [10] , since this would lead to an internai approximation of M, which is not the case here (M h 4-M) . For the direct approximation, non-optimal error estimâtes have previousiy been derived in [8j.
5.2. Mosolov's problem [7] This problem is usually formulated as the following : Since Q cz R 2 , we form an equivalent problem in a similar fashion to lemma 1. We get problem 
